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CIA Spills the Beans About Deep Involvement in Ukraine: Part of Ploy to Undercut Republican
Congressional Opposition to War

By John Kiriakou, March 07, 2024

The  Times’s article has all the hallmarks of a deep, inside look at a sensitive—possibly
classified—subject. It goes in depth into one of the Intelligence Community’s Holy of Holies,
an intelligence liaison relationship. But in the end, it really is not. It does not tell us anything
that every American has not already assumed. Maybe we had not had it spelled out in print
before, but we all believed that the CIA was helping Ukraine fight the Russians.

Aiding Those We Kill: US Humanitarianism in Gaza

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, March 07, 2024

Planes dropping humanitarian aid to a starving, famine-threatened populace of Gaza (the
United Nations warns that 576,000 are “one step from famine”), with parachuted packages
veering off course, some falling into the sea.

Americanizing France: The Marshall Plan, Reconsidered

By Dr. Jacques R. Pauwels, March 07, 2024

The myth that arose virtually instantaneously about the Marshall  Plan holds that,  after
defeating the nasty Nazis, presumably more or less singlehandedly, and preparing to return
home to mind his own business, Uncle Sam suddenly realized that the hapless Europeans,
exhausted by six years of war, needed his help to get back on their feet.
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Spanish Government Continues to Supply Ukraine with Weapons Despite Increasing Poverty
in Spain

By Ahmed Adel, March 07, 2024

Spain is  supplying Ukraine with US-made TOW anti-tank missile  systems,  although the
deliveries  are  not  registered in  documents.  Madrid  is  evidently  prioritising  support  for
Ukraine in its war against Russia despite the conflict occurring nearly 3,000 kilometres away
and poverty increasing in the Iberian country.

Big Pharma and Its Shills Are Having to Adjust Their COVID Fiction to the Facts

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, March 07, 2024

Big Pharma is dealing with the problem by rounding up a collection of its grant-bribed
medical researches to admit the problem but to trivialize  it as “rare.” From all appearances
Big Pharma put together an international study by 21 medical “scientists” that concluded
from 99 million vaccinated individuals that the mRNA vaccines have “rare” harmful effects. 

COVID-19 mRNA Vaccines: Pregnancies, Cardiac Arrests, Aneurysms, Sudden Deaths

By Dr. William Makis, March 07, 2024

COVID-19 mRNA vaccinated pregnant women are at a significantly increased risk of cardiac
injury (cardiac arrests) and blood vessel injury (aneurysms), either of which can result in
sudden death.

Gaza: Genocide by Starving

By Jamal Kanj, March 07, 2024

It is important to point out, the targeting of aid trucks at the Nabulsi roundabout is neither
the  first  nor  the  last  of  Israeli  attempts  to  obstruct  the  delivery  of  food  aid  in  Gaza.
Approximately three weeks prior, on February 6, Israel fired upon a crowd gathering at the
Kuwaiti roundabout, while naval gunboats targeted UNRWA humanitarian food trucks.
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